The right dose in the right place: an overview of current prescription, instruction and application modalities for topical psoriasis treatments.
Compared to treatment success with oral medications, treatment success with topical treatments is currently difficult to achieve. To assess and compare existing methods of lesion size evaluation, prescription habits, instruction and application modalities of topical medications. Review of current and new procedures to estimate the body surface area, to calculate the most adequate quantity of medication to be prescribed, to instruct patients and to assess the individual dosing procedures of topical treatments. The most accurate method to assess the body surface area remains the rule of nine, allowing, together with a recently developed calculation disc, to estimate the most adequate quantity of topical treatment (here calcitriol 3 g/g ointment) to be prescribed. Precise instructions to the patient are other important elements for the successful treatment of dermatoses. Dosing devices, such as a spatula, may help patients to dose their daily topical treatment, avoiding over- and underdosing of the medication. A correct evaluation of the lesions sizes, a precise calculation of the treatments quantity to be prescribed, clear instructions and treatment-specific individual dosing devices may help to achieve higher patient compliance and treatment success.